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Foreword

Dear Participant,

Welcome to the course offered by Hailo Professional that leads to certification as a person
competent to inspect fixed ladders and fall arrest systems.

We are delighted to be able to offer you this service and would like to thank you for your
booking and the trust you have shown in the quality of our training.

This course will give you the basic legal and technical knowledge required to select, assemble,
inspect and repair fixed ladders. The certificate that you will receive on successful completion
of the integrated tests verifies that you have up-to-date knowledge of the regulations,
standards and technology. That means you will have met one of the requirements for being
commissioned as a competent person to inspect ladders and fall arrest systems. The additional
requirements that have to be met will be explained to you in the course of the training.
Moreover, a great deal more, it goes without saying...

We value any comments and suggestions you may have. These will give us an opportunity to
take your wishes and ideas into consideration as we continually refine this course and improve
its quality.

We trust that you will both enjoy and profit from this training, and we look forward to seeing
you at other courses as well.

Your Hailo Professional Team


